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      Abstract: In this work we investigate and calculate theoretically the variation in a number of 

optoelectronic properties of AlGaAs/GaAs quantum wire laser, with emphasis on the effect of wire radius on 

the confinement factor, density of states and gain factor have been calculated. It is found that there exist a 

critical wire radius (rc) under which the confinement of carriers are very weak. Whereas, above rc the 

confinement factor and hence the gain increase with increasing the wire radius. 
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Introduction 
       In 2012, the semiconductor laser reaches 50 

years old.  Improvement  of  the performance such 

as high speed modulation toward theoretical limit, 

advanced  application  of wavelength  and 

polarization  and  utilization  of  photonic  

integration  is expected. Exciting challenge will 

be continued for the next breakthrough in 

photonic device technology [1].The development 

of  the  physics and technology of semiconductor 

heterostructure has brought about tremendous 

changes in our every days lives [2] .In recent 
years DH lasers  have been  fabricated  with  very  

thin  active  layers  thickness of around 10 nm. 

The occupation states available for confined 

electrons and holes are no longer continuous but 

discrete [3]. Such a structure called quantum well 

(QW) laser. Fig.(1a) shows quantum well 

structure.  with one active region  which  called 

single quantum well (SQW) laser ,  and  those  

with  multiple  active  region  are called multi 

quantum well (MQW)  lasers as shown  in  

Fig.(1b)[4].The ability to fabricate (SQW) and 
(MQW) devices[5] has given rise to a superior 

characteristics to laser  

 

diode, such as low threshold current ,high optical 

gain, and low temperature sensitivity [6]. The 

improved performance of (QW) laser diode with 

respect to  equivalent bulk heterostructure   
devices led  to   the  consideration  of   lower-

dimensional structures, e.g, quantum  wires  

(QWR) and quantum dots (QDs), as  the  natural  

evolution  path  toward  the  ultimate 

semiconductor laser device [7] . 

The goal   of   this   work   is to   quantify    

theoretically the Quantum wire laser parameters 

such as density of states, confinement factor, size 

effect, and optical gain.        .                                                                                                                                                     

                                                     (3) 

Where    is the refractive indices of the active 

layer,    is the refractive indices of the cladding 

layer,    is the wire width, and D is the 

normalized waveguide thickness of the active 

region. (   ), (      ) is the confinement factor 

of quantum well and quantum wire respectively. 

Nw is the number of well. F =
 

 
 ,  F  is  the  in  

plane  space  filling factor  of the active region , Λ 

is a period  of  quantum  wire, F=1 for QW.    
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(a)                                      (b) 

Fig.(1) Quantum well structure band- gap diagram; 

a) Single quantum well (SQWs) laser. 

b) Multiple quantum well (MQWs) laser.[4] 

                                  
      

Density of states                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

.    The density of states is a material property which 

quantifies the number of carriers that are permitted to 

occupy a given energy state of the semiconductor. 

Since most semiconductor lasers  operate  near the   

conduction  band   minimum,  the density of  states of 

a semiconductor material   imposes an intrinsic   

limitation  on    the   number   of carriers that are 

allowed to contribute to the lasing performance at one 

time expression .In bulk materials, the parabolic shape 

of the density of states, Fig.(2), means that the  

electron   density    

                 

 

Fig.(2) 

a) potential of quantum well and quantized levels. 

b)density of states diagram and possible   recombination [13]. 
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 Theoretical consideration  
This section display the theoretical calculate of the 

parameters which need in this work of QWRs; optical 

confinement factor, density of states, size effect, and 

optical gain.       

   Optical Confinement Factor   
    The  nanoscale   confinement   of  matter   to    

make    nanomaterial  for   photonic devices involves  

various  ways  of confining  the  dimensions  of matter   

to  produce nanostructures [8]. The real confined 

systems, also called low – dimensional    systems   or   

nanostructures, are any three- dimensional quantum 

systems in which the   carriers are free to move in only 

two, one or even zero dimensions [9]. Several   forms 

of  classifying  the confined  systems exist ,   the most 

universal  considers    the  number of   directions   

where  the  particle  could  move  freely .  For 

example, quasi-two dimensional systems (Q2D) have 

two directions for the free movement of the carriers 

and one confined spatial   direction (QW), Fig.(1). The 

Q1D  system  has  only one direction  for  free 

movement and two directions of confined movement 

where the carriers are compelled to    move in a  

reduced space of quantum scale [9] as in case QWRs. 

.In the structure that two  compound  semiconductors  

with different band gaps pile up alternatively, 

electrons  and  holes  are  confined  in the lower band 

gap layers [10].The confinement factor, defined as the 

fraction of the electromagnetic energy of the guided 

mode that exists within the active  layer , is  an  

important  parameter  representing  the  extent  to  the  

active  layer  for a fundamental modes  approximately-

,given[10]                                                               

    
  

     
                                 (SQW)   (1)  

    .
 

 
/  (  

    
 )
 

                                      (2) The 

optical confinement factor of QWR laser can be 

calculated by [11]:   
                                                   .                                                                                       

     ( )  
   

    
 

  
     

   
 

         
  

                                    

(                         )
 
 

   ( )                 

    where Dos1D is  the density  of states of one-

dimension QWRs ,  m*e  and m*h are  the effective  

mass of  the electron and hole, respectively,Wx and d 

are the width and thickness of the quantum wires , 

respectively ,  Ecv  is the  transition energy between 

the conduction and valence band. ,Eɡ  is the band gap  

energy, Eexy,l,m  , Ehxy,l,m  are the  quantized  

energy  level   of the quantum wire in the conduction 

band  and  the  valance band , respectively. 

 

 

Size Effect of Quantum Wire   
        To obtain a lateral quantum confinement effect, it 

is necessary to consider the width and size 

distributions of QW dependence of optical gain. For 

this, it is important to investigate the possibility of a 

critical radius below which no bound states exist. If 

the QWR assumed to have a  

cylindrical  shape  , so  that the potential takes the 

simple from for cylindrical coordinates 

V= V(r)  = {
                                                    
                                                    

 

For this potential the schroedinger equation is easily 

solved using Bessel function [14] and the energy is 

given by; 

E= 
  

  
 (    

     
  )                                  (    (  )    where 

the radial momentum Kvn is a discrete variable and 

the axial momentum ℋ
 
  varies continuously. For the 

boundary at r = ro; schroedingr equation yield [15]; 

     
    

    
  

  
                                          (10) 

surrounding the  Fermi  level is small [12] and   also  

illustrates  the   added   complexity of the quantum 

well and wire . The density of   states   for a   quantum 

well is a step function with steps   occurring at the 

energy of each quantized   level, due to the carriers are 

free to move in the plane of the film. The case for the 

quantum wire is further complicated by the 

degeneracy of the energy level for instance two – fold 

degeneracy increases the density of states associated 

with that energy level by a factor of two. The density 

of states for QW and QWR can be written as:[12] 

     (E)= 
 

      
∑   (      )                      ( ) 

      
  

 
 

        
∑ (          ) – 

 

                 ( ) 

Where.                                                                               

    
       

    
    

  

  
 (   

     
  )                          ( )    

      
     

  
(
  

  
   

  

  
 )   

  

  
   
                       (7)    

Where.             are quantum numbers of the  

energy  levels due  to carrier confinement in x,y and z  

directions ,  respectively ,kx,y,z  are   the   wave   

vectors , and  
        

 

  
   represent kinetic energies  in  

the  direction  of   unconfined    dimensions .   = 
 

  
  , 

h is the plankʼs constant. As a consequence  of one-

dimensional movement, the  density  of  states  has 
 

 
  

dependence for each of   the   discrete   pairs  of  states   

in  the  confined   directions  lastly  as shown  in  

Fig.(2) . By rearrangement of equations (4) and (5) 

resulting: 
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and valence bands, respectively,|  | is the transition 

matrix element of the dipole moment,  μ  and      are  

the magnetic  susceptibility and  the dielectric  

constant of the material respectively,     and    are the 

Fermi function for the conduction and valence bands, 

respectively,     is the intraband relaxation time. (1(4(( 

Result and discussion 

         A single QWR laser of   AlxGa1-xAs /GaAs is 

used for this investigation, due to its importance in 

communication. Mat lab, version 7.6 (2008) have been 

used for the calculation. The confinement factor of the 

fundamental mode was calculated using equ.(1), 

equ.(2), and equ.(3) for SQW and MQW. The result 

obtained is shown in Fig.(3) in which the  confinement  

factor     is drown as a function of well width, and 

Fig.(4) the  confinement  factor      is drown as a 

function of wire width  for Al concentration  x = 0.2. It 

is clear from the figure that(    ,    ) 

   (     ,     ) are increasing as the well width 

and wire width increases, Fig.(3) and Fig.(4).                                                                      

 

Fig.(3)  The relation between confinement factor and well width of Al0.2Ga0.8As, x=0.2. 

 

 ℋ is the eigen value . For small radius wires , zero 

Bessel function , Jo and zero modified Bessel function  

Ko  are given by; 

Jo = 1- 
 

 
 (  )  +                                      (11) 

Ko=                                                 (12) 

Applying continuity at r = ro equation (11) and 

equation (12) gives    

    ,
 

 

 
 –     

 -
 

                                (                (13) 

Optical Gain                .                                                                                                                                                                 
The process of spontaneous emission occurs when a 

recombination of an electron– hole pair leads to the 

emission of a photon, random in direction, phase, and 

time. The second process is   (stimulated) absorption; 

an electron hole pair is generated as the result of the 

absorption of an incoming photon. The third process is 

stimulated emission; a recombination of an electron–

hole   pair is stimulated by a photon, with a second 

photon generated simultaneously, which has the same 

direction and phase as the first photon. The optical 

gain in the semiconductor laser material depends on 

the density of states in the conduction and valence 

bands and the Fermi-Dirac statistics of the electrons 

and holes occupying them. The gain is given by [16]; 

     
 

             
  .     

 

 
    

 

 
 /               (  )          

(   the gain can be obtained via expression as[17]  

G(E)=.
 

 
 /√

 

 
   |  |      ( )  *      +          (  ) 

Where Gth is the threshold gain ,     wave guide loss  

, L is the length of cavity , R the reflectivity ,  the 

subscripts  c  and   v  denote the conduction  

From this figure it is clear that when the radius of the 

circle (red curve) is less than
 

 
 ,  ℋ  becomes small, 

which indicates that there is no bound state. This gives 

weak confinement. Therefore we can define a quasi 

critical radius rc from equ. (10)  so that; 

      
 

 
√

  

    
                                                       (  )    
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However, equ. (13) shows that when the curve points 

have imaginary values, which will be ignored, the 

curve goes back to the x- axis, (blue curve).  

The density of states of QWR lasers was calculated by 

using equ.( 8) , the results obtained are shown in Fig. 

(6) in which the density of states is drawn as a 

function of photon energy for            x = 0.2 . 

 

Fig.(6)  The relation between DOS1D   and photon             Energy for    x=0.2. 
. 

 

Fig.(4) The optical confinement factor as a   function of  the wire width for Al0.2Ga0.8As/ GaAs  of MQWR structure. 

 

By using equation (10) and equation (13), when the 

value of the   wire   width   goes to zero Fig.(5)  is 

plotted. At boundary condition r = ro    equation (10) 

indicates that there exist two intersection points with 

the two axis (red curve),Where as the axial momentum 

   varies continuously to fill the energy spectrum. 

 

Fig.(5) The radius of the wire is reduced, the     intersection moves toward the origin. 
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Fig.(7) The relation between the gain and photon       Energy. 

 

Fig.(8)  Quasi-critical   as   a  function  of the band gap. Electrons and holes in quantum   wires which are smaller than 

the quasi-critical    radius are bound by the potential but are only weakly confined. 

Equation (15) is plotted in Fig.(7) where, the  gain is 

plotted as a function  of  the photon energy. This   

figure shows that the gain for a wire width of 5nm is 

larger than that of 15 nm by a factor of three. The 

material gain is proportional directly to the          , 
therefore, any decrease of wire width   resulting an 

increasing in the maximum of the gain value. 

Equ. (16) is plotted in Fig. (8)  which shows the 

variant of the wire radius with Vo  , in which it is 

appear  that  there is a weekly confined  states  for  the  

region where the wire radius is less than 1nm.  The 

best confinement range is for r      nm as it is shown 

in Fig.(8). 

Conclusions 
1-From the optimization of the quantum wire width it 

was found that there is a critical value for the quantum 

wire width  rc =1 nm  below which the confinement of 

the carriers is weak. 

2-The optimization of the structure and     

optoelectronic properties is very important for 

studying the QWR laser parameters i.e confinement 

factor, density of states, the optical gain, and the 

threshold current density . 
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 الخلاصة  

(، تققا تقم (AlGaAs/GaAsفي هذا العمل تم التحقق  اللحاقلا الريقلل ليتر  قل فقي نقاا مقن اللقتاو ارلةتلتايقل ا  لي قلل الاقي  الةمقي ل             
( لريقق ق ققل   ريققق ق قل الاققي  نيقح نلمققل الحيقل ، ة لفققا الحقلرس، تنلمققل الةاقاه لقققا ت قارل ان هرققل  ق مقا حل ققا  التلة قا نيقح حاققلا تقل  ل 

ق الاي  ،  ةتن تحتهل حيل الحلملاس ضع ق  ااه في حق ن، نرقامل  تةقتن الق مقا انيقح مرهقل  قلااا نلمقل الحيقل تاقذل   قلااا الةاقا مق  ل قلا  ريق
 ق ل الاي ه
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